Ii) the present paper P 0 -lattices which are P-algebras (called P Q P-lattices) will be examined. The theorem about the monotonia representation of P Q P-lattices is given in section 2.
such that xzny, if it exists, is denoted by x -y(x=s»y). If x--y(x=s>y) exists for any x,y e L then L is called a Heyting algebra (a B-algebra). In particular 1x is denoted by !x. The least Boolean element greater than x, if it exists, is denoted by x!| A B-algebra is called a P-algebra if (x->y u y ->x) * 1 or, equivalently, if where n is an integer >2 such that every xel can be written in the form n-1
then L is a P0-lattice. In this case we write L = = (eQ oilain (2) whose union with the center B generates L is called the chain base for L. The order of L is the smallest number of elements in a chain base of L.
Every xeL = (e0,... ,en_1 ,B) has a monotonic representation n-1
A PQ-lattioe L = (eQ,...,en_1,B) which is a Heyting algebra and satisfies:
-e^J = e^ for i=0,1,... ,n-2 is called a P^-algebra.
A P.j-algebra L = (e0,... »efl_1 »B) such that ei=^>x exists for every xeL, i = 0,1,...,n-1, is called a P2-algebra.
2. The monotonic representation in a PQP-lattice Kotica that if a PQ-lattice L has the property that e.^ ->ej exists for every i,j, then L is a P-algebra and a Heyting algebra (see [l] th.3.1 and th.4.2). (iii) bx=»(oUj) « bU0U(*=i.j) for b,oeB and (iii) we obtain , n-1 \ n-1
U(e i ==>z)) « pj (^U y ± u^^z)).
3-1 3=1
Easy calculation shows that if a.,« ... , and o.,^ ... . n-1 n-1
because x^« x^, y^ y k and (e k => z) for
For (v) we haves if a< (x=«»y) (y =^>z) then ax^y and ay*s£ z. Henoe ax<ay^z, thus a^(x=^>z).
To prove (vi) note that x(x =*>0) = 0 and thus x«x =>0. If x=sb then bx = 0 for beB, so b^ (x=>0) and x=^»0^b.
(vii) follows directly from (vi), (i) and (iv).
(ii) xl^^yju y!(e i =i>xUx!(e i =>x)U yl^^^y)
for every x,y L and i = 0,1,...,n-1. Proof . (i) . By Lemma 2.1 (v) we obtain (e i =>x)(x =>0)(e i =>0)< ( ei =>y)^ (y=^0)U (e i ==>y).
(ii) (xl^^yJU y!(e 1 =s>x)) (x! (e^==s>x) U y !(e^=>y)) = = (x!(e i =>y)u y! (e i =>x)) (x! U e 1 =^s>x) (y! U ej^^y) » = xI(e i =^y)(e7^^x)y!U y!(e i =i>x)xt(e^^ry) = o.
The last equality holds by (i). Theorem 2.3. Let L = (e 0 ,... »8 n _-j »B) be a P 0 P-lattioe. Then every xeL can be written in the form n-1 (*-) x = D^xje^ where D^x) = x!(e i ==i>x), i=1,2,...,n-1 i=1 -106 -and the following properties hold«
In partioalar D n _.j(e.j) » Je^.
n-1 Proof.
Let x » be a monotoilic representá-is tion of x. Of courBe x^e^x for i = 1,2,...,n-1. Thus x) and x^e^sg («1=^» Therefore n-1 n-1
and n-1 n-1 jc « {x! )x< xl l^j (e i =^>x)e i = D^xje^ i«1 i=1
On the other hand xje^ x. Thus
It is easy to see that (i), (iv) and (v) hold. It remains to show (ii) and (iii). By this theorem we can consider every P Q P-lattioe as the sublattice of some monotonio elements of B n~1 . ((b.pbg,... is said to be a monotonic element if b^bg^...^ ... > ) • Observe that in a Post algebra, which is in particular a P Q P-lattice, the representation (*) is the usual monotonio representation of element in a Post algebra, which is known to be unique.
n-1 The representation x = (^J Xj^ is said to be the highest i=1 monotonic representation of x, provided that x.,» y., for any n-1 -109 -3. The Boolean algebra generated by P p P-lattice Lemma 3,1. A P Q P-lattice L = (e 0 ,...,e n _ 1 ,B) is a Post algebra of order n if and only if D-jJe-j) = 1 i^j and D^e^) = 0 for i> ¿, Proof.
If a P Q P-lattice L is a Post algebra of order n then (e ;L =s»e.,) » 0 for i>j (see [2] ) and in particular 
